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Executive Director’s Message
THANK YOU!

KEEPING IT IN THE FAMILY?
WHAT IS AN ALLIANCE?
My how this year has flown by! Even though it’s
early December, I want to take this opportunity to
wish all of you a happy holiday season and a
prosperous New Year. It‘s also the time of the year
that I especially wish to thank our family of SCAP
members and our loyal Monthly Update subscribers
for their continued support. In addition, my thanks
go out to the committee chairs and vice chairs that so
unselfishly donate their time on behalf of us all.
And when I say “family”, I truly mean it. Upon assuming the leadership of
SCAP from Ray Miller over six years ago, I was immediately impressed by the
way staff from the various agencies interacted with each other during our
committee meetings. There was no jealousy or in-fighting or professional
arrogance, only camaraderie and a genuine willingness to assist each other
by sharing information and experiences. What I remain most proud of is
how much this notion of being a family has persevered through-out the
years, as evidenced by over 2,300 hours of staff time volunteered by our
committee members in 2012. Not only that, but we have had numerous
instances of agencies having questions or needing information and the
response from our members has been outstanding.
It’s no coincidence that in looking up the definition of an “alliance” in the
Merriam-Webster dictionary, (no relationship to Pam) defines an alliance as
a “bond or connection between families, states, parties, or individuals; or as
an association to further the common interests of the members”.
Interestingly, it provides the following example of how to use it in a
sentence – “We need to form a closer alliance between government and
industry”. How prophetic is that? Given the current rate of technological
advances in air and water monitoring and testing, we no longer have the
luxury of working in a relative vacuum. The collaboration between the
regulated community and the regulators, while greatly improving over the
last few years, needs to reach a new level of cooperation. It can no longer
be “us against them”, but rather a true partnership, or an “alliance” for that
matter. Imagine if you can, that our regulators started each new regulatory
process with the idea that, within the regulated community there are
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“industry experts,” who can provide valuable insights into the practicality and cost effectiveness of the proposed
regulation. In all fairness, the State Water Resources Control Board has increasingly shown a willingness to engage
the stakeholders into the process at an early stage, even years ahead of implementing a new policy or regulation.
However, I strongly believe that there continues to be a prevailing element of suspicion, especially in the area of
enforcement, coming from staff. To their credit, they must balance the input received from the regulated
community with that coming from the non-regulated community, i.e. , environmental groups, which is no easy task I
assure you. However, as the cost-of-living continues to soar for the public with the advent of higher taxes and
increasing fuel and utility costs, our government regulators must seriously weigh the benefits of initiating stringent
new regulations that result in questionable benefit to the environment yet have consequential cost impacts to our
public agencies, especially essential public services. Along these lines, I am pleased to report that the State Water
Board has offered a chance to provide it and its staff with ideas and suggestions from the regulated community in
regards to investigating cost savings opportunities within its programs. In the coming months, SCAP will be engaged
along with the other state and regional associations in a working group headed up by CASA, aptly called the “SWRCB
Resource Realignment – POTW Stakeholder Workgroup”.
My only hope is that other CalEPA agencies, such as the Air Resources Board and CalRecycle, will follow suit and
initiate similar processes. My message to them is “Peace on Earth and Goodwill to All and please take note of what
the SWRCB is trying to accomplish”.
Seasonally yours,
John Pastore, Executive Director

Comments?
If you would like to leave a comment about content or layout of this newsletter, please feel free to contact us at
SCAP.

Holiday Greetings and Best Wishes for a Happy New Year
Courtesy of Ralph Palomares
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AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Kris Flaig, Chair
kris.flaig@lacity.org

Greg Adams, Vice Chair
gadams@lacsd.org

LOCAL AIR DISTRICT NEWS AT A GLANCE
Posted meeting dates and proposed new rule development for the following air districts can be found at these sites:
Imperial County APCD
Mojave Desert AQMD
San Diego APCD
Santa Barbara APCD

Ventura County APCD

South Coast AQMD

Air Quality Committee Year-in-Review by Kris Flaig and Greg Adams
Major Issues Addressed in 2012
 SCAQMD Rule 1110.2 (Emissions from gaseous and Liquid Fueled Engines)- revised the dates for biogas
engine compliance
 SCAQMD Proposed Amended Rule 1470 (Stationary Emergency Diesel Engines)
 2012 Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP)
 CARB Portable Equipment Registration Program (PERP)
Other Issues Addressed
 ICLEI’s Community Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
 OEHHA’s CalEnviroScreen Model
 Miscellaneous lawsuits
 Review and action on miscellaneous state energy legislation
A few topics in which SCAP members were heavily engaged are worthy of more discussion:

1. On September 7, 2012 the SCAQMD Board adopted revisions to the biogas-fueled engine provisions of Rule
1110.2.This culminated a long effort by SCAP air committee members to change the compliance dates
established in an earlier version of the rule. The final compliance date which impacts 55 engines (27 digester
gas fired and 28 landfill gas fired) was changed from July 2012 to January 1, 2016. Other changes were
incorporated that should provide relief for some SCAP members. This is the first air quality rule effectively
requiring catalytic reduction on a biogas combustion source, which was previously deemed to be costprohibitive. Using this precedent, SCAQMD might require other biogas combustion devices to use similar
control technologies in the future.

2. ICLEI (Local Governments for Sustainability) recently completed their Community Protocol that aids in the
calculation of greenhouse gas emissions from government activities, such as wastewater treatment and solid
waste disposal. These estimates may be used to support voluntary climate action plans that may affect many
SCAP member agencies. Although more reasonable assumptions were included due to the efforts of SCAP
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members, the protocol is designed to report emissions and burdens only and ignores benefits that might
result from the use of renewable fuels or reclaimed water.

3. On October 16, 2012, the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) closed the public
comment period on its Draft California Communities Environmental Health Screening Tool (CalEnviroScreen).
This model is intended to identify disadvantaged communities and sensitive populations that are
disproportionately affected by environmental pollution. Using these results, in accordance with SB 535 and
AB 1532, communities would receive a percentage of cap and trade revenues. The model tallies scores for
socioeconomic stressors like poverty, unemployment, prevalence of sensitive populations and environmental
health impacts. The result is a “cumulative impact” ranking for each zip code. SCAP members and others
expressed concerns that there is no scientific foundation for the model and an industrial facility, such as a
WWTP, can be guilty simply by being within a certain zip code.
Lawsuits Related to Air Quality Matters
2012 saw the resolution of several lawsuits against either the SCAQMD or EPA or both. Other lawsuits progressed.
The most important ones are touched on below:
 One lawsuit concluded against the SCAQMD resulted in staff appending to the 2012 AQMP an entire 1-hour
ozone attainment demonstration plan to show compliance with that revoked standard by 2022. Note that
compliance with the 1-hour ozone standard is probably the only sure way to get out of paying CAA Section
185’s punitive fees, estimated at $30MM + CPI/year from SCAQMD major sources.
 Litigants also forced EPA to issue a very recent SIP call disapproving the vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
emissions offset demonstrations contained in previous SCAQMD 8-hr and 1-hr plans. EPA issued guidance on
this matter, which SCAQMD staff quickly included as another special appendix to the 2012 AQMP.
 The ongoing construction of the CPV Sentinel Power Plant near desert Hot Springs continues to be
challenged. At stake is the validity of the orphan shutdown credits that were transferred under a special SIP
revision undertaken per AB 1318. Also at stake is whether or not a conventional power plant can ever be
built in California, even if sanctioned by an act of the legislature.
 San Joaquin Valley APCD Rule 3170 recently was challenged by NRDC. Their rule is very similar to SCAQMD
Rule 317, both of which were crafted to satisfy alternative interpretations of Section 185 of the Clean Air Act
which would levy $30MM + CPI/year of additional fees on major stationary sources in the air basin until the
1-hour standard is achieved. While SCAQMD Rule 317 has been signed by Jared Blumenthal, it has not been
published in the Federal Register (as of 11/28/12). We believe that this rule will also be drawn into the same
litigation confronting SJVAPCD’s Rule 3170.
 Finally, litigation on SCAQMD’s Rule 1315 has started to move along with the petitioners filing a detailed brief
on November 15, 2012. Rule 1315 deals with the accounting system for the SCAQMD credit banks that feed
the Priority Reserve (per SCAQMD Rule 1309.1) from which essential public services draw free offset credits.
Rule 1315 and Rule 1309.1 were involved in the permit moratorium of 2009 and several related bills in the
California legislature. Failure to successfully conclude this lawsuit would have dire consequences on air
permitting in the basin.
California Wastewater Climate Change Group (CWCCG) Completes Third Year of Collaboration
The CWCCG continues its activities providing advocacy on climate change and energy policy in California. The
CWCCG is a collaboration of CASA, the Bay Area Clean Water Agencies (BACWA), the Southern California Alliance of
POTWs (SCAP) and the Central Valley Clean Water Association (CVCWA). Its mission is to address climate change
policies, renewable energy initiatives, and challenges through a unified voice advocating for California wastewater
community perspectives. The CWCCG will continue to represent the interests of the wastewater community in these
dynamic policy areas in the coming year.
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Over this year, CWCCG has participated in and conducted the following activities:
 Coordination with CARB and WCI related to Offset Protocols development activities, as well as development
of new offset protocols and selection of CARB-accredited offset project registries for participation in the
California Cap and Trade market activities. CWCCG also participated in a number of CARB Cap and Trade
Seminars and Meetings obtaining updates on the progress of development of the mechanisms of the C&T.
CWCCG coordinated and communicated with interested parties to further push the OWD Protocol, seeking
means to continue to advocate for Anaerobic Digestion offset opportunities generation. Participated in the
CARB EMAC Meeting and summarized discussions for the membership.
 Working with partners such as CEERT, Sustainable Conservation and CLEANS, reviewed and responded to
SB32 legislation on Feed in Tariff (FIT). CWCCG took active role in pushing for a pricing mechanism that will
bring advantage to biogas utilization projects and technologies, developing and submitting responses to the
Feed-in-Tariff Proposed Decision and comments to the PD, participation in FIT All Party Meeting.
 CWCCG continued to work with ICLEI in development of the Community Protocols and GHG Accounting
Documents planning as part of the Wastewater TAC.
 Reviewed and coordinated responses to the Biomethane Eligibility Decision and RPS Eligibility Guidelines new
revision update, submitted Biomethane Eligibility Response Letter and participated in CEC Business Meeting
voicing the concerns of indefinite suspension of the biomethane eligibility on biogas utilization and
clarification needs on the proposed decision.
 Coordinated review of and comments development for the SB 1122 legislation that targeted to develop a
separate capacity allocation at 250 MW for the biogas projects, resulting in having the IOUs tap into biogas a
as a renewable resource under their renewable energy portfolios. Coordinated with the CASA Legislative
Committee on support for the Rubio Bill.
 CWCCG conducted and supported EPA Tailoring Rule PSD Review and finalized Comment Letter submission
on behalf of the California wastewater agencies.
 Continued to work with the CASA Federal and State Legislative Committees, and coordinated with BACWA Air
Committee on Climate Change issues, for information exchange and to aid in development of a unified
response to upcoming legislative actions.
 CWCCG continued to maintain and distribute the Climate Change and Renewable Energy Issues Matrix for
the CWCCG membership use and reference.
Air Quality Issues for 2013
 Litigation on Section 185 Clean Air Act Non-Attainment Fees.
 AB32 Revised Scoping Plan negotiations with CWCCG.
 Monitor and participate in the implementation of SCAQMD’s 2012 Air Quality Management Plan.
 Dealing with finalized first phase of WERF study of N2O emissions from WWTPs.
 Monitor related GHG and energy legislation.
South Coast AQMD Rule 219 Exemption Status by Ed Stewart, LACSD
Thanks to the persistent efforts of several of SCAP members, it appears that the Rule 219 (d)(10) provision for passive
carbon adsorbers will be amended in three key areas – equipment size, function and location.
1) The size limit increases from 55 gallons to 120 gallons.
2) The function can include controlling any odor, not just foul air.
3) The location can include wastewater treatment plants, not just sewer collection systems.
These changes appear in the November 2, 2012 draft version of the rule. It will be wise for SCAP members to learn
from our past and follow this through to adoption at the public hearing scheduled for March 1, 2013.
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BIOSOLIDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Matt Bao, Chair
mbao@lacsd.org

Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair
TMeregillano@ocsd.org

Diane Gilbert Jones, Vice Chair
diane.gilbert@lacity.org

Biosolids Committee Year-in-Review by Matt Bao, Tom Meregillano and Diane Gilbert Jones
Throughout the year, the Committee monitored various regulatory issues related to Biosolids. The following are a
few of the more significant issues that the committee tracked during 2012 (many of which have been carried over
from 2011).
Major Issues Addressed in 2012
 Kern County Measure E.
 Potential CalRecycle Regulation on FOG/Food Waste Digestion at POTWs.
 California Food and Drug Administration Proposed Rendering Regulations.
 EPA Proposed Standards for Sewage Sludge Incinerators.
 Proposed Statewide Waiver of WDRs for Composting Facilities.
Kern County Measure E Update
Water Environment Federation (WEF) filed an amicus brief on August 9th with the California 5th District Court of
Appeal in Fresno to support several municipal agencies in Southern California in their legal challenge to Measure E
ban on land application of biosolids - City of Los Angeles, et al. v County of Kern. WEF offered their brief to provide
the Court with a review of current science demonstrating the benefits and safety of recycling biosolids to land. The
brief encourages the court to affirm an earlier injunction against land application restrictions initiated by Kern
County. WEF previously participated in litigation over the Kern County ban in federal court back in 2008, although
that case was ultimately dismissed on an unrelated legal technicality. The municipal plaintiffs then re-filed in state
court and quickly obtained a preliminary injunction against the Kern County ban. The County is now challenging that
injunction before a state appellate court.
The National Association of Clean Water Agencies (NACWA) also filed a brief with the same California appeals court
on August 9th supporting a number of Association member agencies from Southern California in a legal challenge to
a discriminatory ban on land application of biosolids. The brief highlights the fact that land application is critical for
many clean water utilities to meet their environmental and recycling mandates, especially in California, and provides
a national perspective on the valuable role land application plays in biosolids management. The brief also outlines
the stringent regulatory process already in place to ensure land application is protective of both the environment and
public health, and explains the significant harm clean water utilities around the country would suffer if inappropriate
land application bans such as the one in Kern County are allowed to stand.
On August 14th, the 5th District Court of Appeal in Fresno accepted the NACWA and WEF briefs and issued an order
requiring Kern’s response to be filed by Friday, August 24, 2012. All appellate documents have been filed and waiting
for courts to set a hearing date. Anticipated date is mid-fall 2013.
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CalRecycle and FOG and Food Waste Receipt at POTWs
SCAP has been monitoring and supporting CASA’s year-long efforts to encourage CalRecycle to adopt an exemption
for POTWs from transfer station, processing, and in-vessel digestion permitting requirements associated with
receiving FOG and food wastes intended for co-digestion. CalRecycle recently scheduled two informal workshops,
one in Sacramento last month and a second workshop in Baldwin Park, in which they discussed their proposed plan
to exclude POTW facilities that receive specific types of organic solid waste (Food Waste and Fats, Oils, and Grease)
for co-digestion from transfer/processing and in-vessel digestion regulations.
CASA’s Greg Kester attended the second workshop sponsored and reported that there was virtually no discussion
from the audience and no issues were raised. Unfortunately, CalRecycle did not share the proposed NPDES/WDR
language that had been worked on with the SWRCB. The statement of reasons for the exclusion was also shortened
considerably from what CASA and CalRecycle had developed. According to Greg, CalRecycle is considering holding
another workshop to work on this issue specifically, which may be held in conjunction with the anaerobic digestion
issue. SCAP is continuing to follow this issue and offer its support.
EPA Proposed Standards for Sewage Sludge Incinerators Update
Earlier this year, the National Association of Clean Water Agencies (NACWA) filed a legal challenge against an EPA
rulemaking for new stationary sources and emission guidelines for existing sewage sludge incineration units (SSIs).
NACWA has argued that SSIs should be regulated under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act and not Section 129, which
requires maximum achievable control technology (MACT) implementation, an interpretation disputed by EPA.
Section 112 addresses air toxics, and Section 129 regulates solid waste combustion. Under Section 112(e)(5), SSIs
would be regulated as publicly owned treatment works, while under Section 129(g)(1), they would be regulated as
solid waste incineration units, which are defined as “a distinct operating unit of any facility which combusts any solid
waste material from commercial or industrial establishments or the general public.”
On July 24, NACWA argued that the Section 129 definition does not apply because sewage sludge comes from
treatment works, not from the general public. On October 22, EPA filed a 492 page brief defending itself from the
legal challenge, stating that the Clean Air Act's “unambiguous language” required the agency to set pollution limits
for SSIs under Section 129. Oral arguments for this legal case have not yet been scheduled. The SCAP Biosolids
Committee will continue to monitor and update its membership on this issue as it progresses.
CDFA Proposed Regulations on Inedible Kitchen Grease Update
California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA), Meat, Poultry and Egg Safety Branch, proposed various
changes to Title 3, California Code of Regulations, relating to the requirements for transporters of inedible kitchen
grease and the adoption of a new manifest to track grease waste removal, transport, and disposal. They published
post-hearing modifications to the proposed language and related forms and requested written comments by October
30, 2012. CDFA retained the exemption language for Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) from licensing and
registration requirements for facilities that receive inedible kitchen grease. Among other amendments to Title 3 of
the California Code of Regulations, CDFA incorporated proposed exemption language in section 1180(m) for
wastewater treatments that accept inedible kitchen grease removed from grease traps and grease interceptors.
Under the proposed language, wastewater treatment plants are not considered to be “engaged in the business of
rendering” for the purpose of Food and Agricultural Code section 19300 if it meets the following:
 It does not produce commercial feed as defined by Food and Agricultural Code Section 14925,
 It does not produce liquid fuel or a constituent of liquid fuel, except when it produces a gaseous fuel that is
subsequently liquefies, and;
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It does not accept animal carcasses, parts of animals, packinghouse waste, or inedible kitchen grease derived
from sources other than grease traps and grease interceptors.

If a POTW meets the above criteria, they are not required to obtain a rendering license from the CDFA. In addition,
CDFA amended section 1180.24, which provides alternatives to track and verify the quantity of inedible kitchen
grease received at a POTW.
Statewide General Waste Discharge Requirements for the Discharge of Waste at Compost Management Unit
The Draft SWRCB General Order for Compost facilities may impact POTWs. If you are composting at a wastewater
treatment facility covered under an NPDES permit, or if you operate an in-vessel or enclosed facility, you are exempt.
However if you are covered under an existing WDR you may or may not be exempt based on the following:
“Dischargers of CMU’s (Compost management units) subject to individual WDRs issued by the Regional Water Boards
are not required to enroll under this Order if the requirements of the individual WDRs are more protective than
those prescribed in this Order.” The SWRCB held a number of public hearings on this issue and was scheduled to
consider adoption of the draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration and the final Order and MRP on
November 6th but that meeting has since been cancelled and has not been rescheduled at this time.
City of Los Angeles Terminal Island Renewable Energy Project
The City recently received notification from the County of Los Angeles that the Subsequent Negative Declaration
(SND) for the TIRE Project has been certified. The current project is operating under the an existing Underground
Injection (UIC) permit, pending approval of a new UIC permit application that was submitted to the U.S. EPA in
August 2011. The City is requesting to continue demonstrating for another five years under a new U.S. EPA
Underground Injection Control Permit with the requested addition of the following proposed project changes
approved in the SND.
1.
Construction of a 4th well at the existing project site. This well will be drilled to 7,500 feet as opposed
to current wells drilled to 5,300 feet. At this new depth the injection operation will facilitate further
analysis of its productivity.
2.
Deepening the existing monitoring and injection wells from 5,300 feet to 7,500 feet.
3.
Construction of project replacement wells as deemed necessary during the demonstration phase,
allowing for operational well problems and unforeseen conditions (i.e. natural disasters, mechanical
failure, etc.)
4.
Alternating or simultaneous injection into two wells to facilitate the previously approved injection
capacity.
The Terminal Island Renewable Energy Project (TIRE) is completing its fourth year of successful operation injecting
biosolids into deep, depleted subsurface geological formations. The earth’s high temperature biodegrades the
organic compounds to generate methane gas, which can ultimately be used to produce an environmentally safe
renewable energy, while carbon dioxide is sequestered. The first injections started in 2008 and to date the City of
Los Angeles has placed over 200 million gallons of bio-slurry material 5,200 feet below the subsurface. The City is
expecting a new UIC permit from USEPA by mid-2013.
Biosolids Committee Issues for 2013
The Biosolids Committee will continue to focus on developments related to new regulations affecting biosolids
management and monitor the development of several biosolids management facilities. The following are specific
issues for the upcoming 2013 year:
 Chemicals of Emerging Concern (CECs) in biosolids;
 Cross Media regulations and conflicts;
 Federal regulations of biosolids incineration; and
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Local measures and ordinances prohibiting biosolids management (e.g, Kern, Imperial, and San Luis Obispo).

LA Times article regarding green waste and biosolids
A November 26th article published in the Los Angeles Times newspaper, which can be found here, represents
another instance of one-sided journalism emphasizing sensationalism and overstated effects associated with the use
of land applied biosolids in Central California.
A very well written response by CASA’s Greg Kester can be found at the conclusion of the article. Additionally, the
following response was also submitted by CWEA President, Carrie Mattingly:
--It's wrong to call wastewater biosolids "waste." There's no waste in wastewater, and the faster we look at reusing
every aspect of this resource, the better. At the Hyperion Sewage Treatment Plant near LAX, biosolids are carefully
cleaned to the highest standards. Gas produced during this process is recovered and utilized to generate electricity.
Biosolids are some of the richest fertilizer available — rich in phosphorous and nitrogen worth millions of dollars to
farmers. These nutrients are returned to farmland, right to where they started. That's recycling. Yes, it's yucky. Yes,
we know no one wants to think about poop — but someone has to. In the L.A. basin, 4 million pounds of biosolids are
safely recycled and nearly 1 billion gallons of wastewater are purified every day. Los Angeles' biosolids program is a
national model for the safe, clean and proper recycling of our natural resources.

COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
Ralph Palomares, Chair
RPalomares@etwd.com

Nicole Greene, Vice Chair
ngreene@ci.montclair.ca.us

Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair
dcarrillo@ocsd.com

Collection Systems Committee Year-in-Review by Ralph Palomares, Nicole Greene and Dindo Carrillo
Major Issues Addressed in 2012
• SWRCB new Draft SSS-WDR (This has been the primary focus of all of our efforts for nearly 2 years. Through
SCAP’s efforts and in conjunction with the other associations, the SWRCB terminated its proposed revisions to
the WDR.)
• Revisions and updates to SWRCB-CIWQS SSO reporting program.
• Revisions to the SWRCB Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP).
• SWRCB WDR-SSMP Audits.
Other Issues Addressed
• Impacts of flushable wipes on collection system facilities.
• Spill volume estimating.
• Force main design and condition assessment.
• Odor control
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Collection Systems Committee Mission for 2013
SWRCB: The CSC will continue to actively participate with the SWRCB to ensure that stakeholder concerns regarding
the proposed changes to the WDR and MRP are appropriately addressed and to refine the statewide reporting
database to provide the best possible medium for the reporting of SSOs. Make available sample Sewer System
Management Plans, sample WDR Audit Plans and sample WDR Enforcement documents for the exclusive use of SCAP
members.
Regional Boards: Meet with RWQCB staff in an attempt to identify how best the SCAP CSC can assist in all Regions
when it comes to WDR implementation.
Tri-TAC: Collaborate on projects such as the CalFOG effort. OCSD, ETWD and LACSD are represented at this time and
serve on the Steering Committee. See http://www.calfog.org for background info.
Other CSCs: Continue outreach, define deal points and needed collaboration with the Central Valley CSC, Bay Area
CSC, CWEA Collections Committee, and OC WDR Steering Committee.
CWEA: Continue to participate in CWEA’s SSO-WDR Task Force which serves to identify and conduct regional training
needs. Work more closely with the CWEA local sections that have CSCs. Be supportive of CWEA’s Collection System
Certification Program.
Collection Systems Committee Issues for 2013
 SWRCB Monitoring & Reporting Program (MRP) Revisions
 SSMP Audits
 Notices of Violation
 Disposable Wipes
 Odor Control Technologies
 New Sewer Cleaning and Repair Technologies
 Vactor Truck Emission Regulations
 FOG Collection and Inspection
Committee Update by John Pastore, SCAP
With regret we are hanging out the “Help Wanted” sign for a new vice chair for the Collection Systems committee for
2013. Our committee vice chair for the last three and one-half years, Nicole Greene, has announced that she will be
stepping down at the end of this year. Nicole sends her best wishes to everyone and says, “I will still be attending all
of the meetings and offer my assistance where I can be of use to the group. Thank you very much for the
opportunity to serve on the committee. I know that the sky is the limit for the Collections Committee and I look
forward to seeing it grow larger and more diverse”.
Nicole has been a great asset to our committee and a mentor to me when it comes to bouncing ideas around for
meeting topics and speakers. Her contributions to the committee and newsletter will be greatly missed.
If anyone is interested in volunteering to assist Ralph and Dindo with committee chores, please contact Ralph
Palomares at RPalomares@etwd.com.
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Ending Year Message by Ralph Palomares, El Toro Water District
As the year winds down and our SCAP collections meetings have concluded for the year, I ask myself how well did we
do with our one day meetings up and down the California coast in 2012?
Our meetings covered everything from disposable wipes to FOG, from calcium deposits to self-audits and also the
WDR rules and regulations that affect us all. We had a wide array of agency speakers, who covered important topics
from our industry, as well as some outside speakers from educational institutions who made us feel that our daily job
in this industry is only going to get more complicated as the population increases and the demand for fresh water
and treated wastewater increases in the near future.
I’m thinking that we need to send out a survey to our SCAP collections members and see what it is that you would
like for us to discuss at these four meetings during the year so that we know we are on the right track and providing
you with what you need to know.
We have discussed the WDR and the Self Audits for the past few years now and I continue to be blown away by the
results of some of the audits and inspections that have been performed this year by the State Water Resources
Control Board and EPA. After reviewing the violations issued by the SWRCB, it appears that some agencies are still
not maintaining adequate documentation of sewer spills and are not reporting all sewer spills, as required.
Additionally, some agencies are not logging-in sewer spills when the calls come in and really not doing anything to
keep an accurate record of these events. The methodology used to calculate SSO’s is still being reported incorrectly
and people seem to be forgetting that photos are always a must when you have any type of SSO (the most common
excuse given is “I don’t have a camera”). Who doesn’t have a camera on their phone these days?
Improperly trained staff should never be an answer when getting a visit by the SWRCB or EPA, as we have discussed
repeatedly at SCAP meetings and at many other seminars throughout the year and as far back as 2006. We knew
these inspections were coming and now they are here!
SSO Spill volumes continue to be inaccurately reported even though there have been many meetings where this has
been discussed in detail, including examples provided on how to correctly calculate a spill.
Some Friendly Reminders in Anticipation of an Audit
Record keeping? We all know that we must keep all SSO data for at least five years and yet there continue to be
violations issued to some agencies for having nothing to show when audited.
Don’t forget, we all must have some type of Capital Improvement Plan for the future. Remember it doesn’t have to
be for millions of dollars, and don’t forget to include your infrastructure assets.
Keep written training records of all employees who attend collections seminars (SCAP, SARBS, WDR, LABS, etc., or in
house training) on-file, so when asked you can produce it easily.
If you want to get a handle on or learn what’s happening inside your collections system, you must have a sewer
camera system or maybe contract out to an outside company to do it for you. But make sure you look at the tapes or
dvd’s and don’t just put them on your office shelf to collect dust - review them! Repeat the process every five years
or as- necessary, but have a plan so when you are inspected you have an answer.
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You must report all spills within 2 hours that reach surface waters and again it appears some agencies are not doing
this. Don’t forget that monthly reporting is required, whether you had a spill or not! This also appears to be a
common violation cited.
Maintain your lift stations, manholes, wet wells etc., and keep maintenance records of all work done and money
spent on repair work.
Do you have a FOG program and some public education material to hand out to customers about your agency’s
programs showing how FOG affect’s the sewer system?
Your collections “Hot Spot” list should be updated to show what makes it a hot spot including copies of when it was
last cleaned so that, in the event you have an SSO there, you can produce records at any time.
Do you have repeat spills at a certain location? Be sure and tell why and document it.
Document your SSO from the minute you get the call to the minute you leave the scene with pictures, time records, a
list of names of who was there, a record of all telephone calls made, what vehicles and equipment were used, and
how much spilled was recovered.
The reason I bring these topics up is because they were all listed in a number of the inspection reports that I recently
viewed and it was really disappointing to me, because these were all topics that we have discussed at SCAP
collections meetings the past five years or more, not to mention at other CWEA collections seminars. We have all
had more than enough time to prepare for these audits that we knew were coming and now that they are here, we
had better buckle up and enjoy the ride!!!
As we end this year, I would like to thank my agency, the El Toro Water District, for allowing me the time to again be
the SCAP Collections chairperson for 2012. I hope to see you all in 2013, when we will be discussing these audits and
everything else that affects us in the wastewater industry. Lastly, I want to thank Pam and John of SCAP for a
wonderful job in 2012, as well as my vice chairs, Nicole Greene and Dindo Carrillo, who have so capably helped me
out this year.
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Andre Schmidt, Chair
aschmidt@lacsd.org

Chris Berch, Vice Chair
cberch@ieua.org

Energy Management Committee Year-in-Review by Andre Schmidt and Chris Berch
Major Issues Addressed in 2012
 Pipeline Biomethane from POTWs
 Revisions to the Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP)
 CPUC Rules on Feed-in Tariff (FiT)
 Net Energy Metering (NEM) Program
 Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)
 New Legislation
I.
AB 1900 - Signed by the Governor in September, this law mandates open access to common carrier
natural gas pipelines for biomethane based on specific standards. Requires the PUC to adopt
standards for biomethane that specify the concentrations of constituents of concern that are
reasonably necessary to protect public health and ensure pipeline integrity and safety, and
requirements for monitoring, testing, reporting, and recordkeeping. Requires the PUC to require gas
corporation tariffs to condition access to common carrier pipelines for customers meeting those
standards and requirements. Requires the PUC to adopt policies and programs that promote the instate production and distribution of biomethane.
II.

AB 2196 - Signed by the Governor in September, this law ends the pipeline biomethane suspension
that was enacted by the CEC in March 2012 and enacts new requirements for pipeline biomethane
that greatly restrict out-of-state pipeline biomethane. Mandates that the use of biomethane
delivered through a common carrier pipeline by a generating facility shall not qualify as an eligible
renewable energy resource, unless it meets specific requirements regarding direction of flow in the
common carrier pipeline system, date of first injection into the common carrier pipeline, and
providing specific environmental benefits to California.

III.

SB 1122 - Signed by the Governor in September, this law creates a bioenergy procurement carve-out
within the Feed-in-Tariff program. It requires the PUC to direct the electrical corporations to
collectively procure 250 MW of cumulative rated generating capacity from developers of bioenergy
projects that commence operation after June 1, 2013. This is in addition to the 750 MW that is
mandated under the existing Feed-in-Tariff program. Of the 250 MW, 110 MW is allocated “for
biogas from wastewater treatment, municipal organic waste diversion, food processing, and codigestion”, with the remaining a capacity allocated to dairy and other agricultural bioenergy, and to
bioenergy using byproducts of sustainable forest management.

Other Issues Addressed
 Western Renewable Energy Informational System (WREGIS).
 NoxTech Technology.
 CARB’s Cap and Trade Program.
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GHG Offsets.
Fuel Cell technology.
Wind and Solar Power
CEC Funding opportunities
Demand Response Programs
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
Electric Program Investment Charge

Energy Management Committee Mission for 2013
The Committee will continue to track new energy legislation and energy funding that is proposed and/or
implemented. Committee members will be notified of relevant information at Committee meetings, through the
SCAP Monthly Update or through email notifications.
The Committee will continue to develop a series of renewable energy case studies, based on the wide range of
facilities among SCAP member agencies. The purpose of the case studies is to document the experience of SCAP
members in such a way that it can provide insight and guidance to other members considering similar projects.
The Committee will continue to work with CWCCG in advocating for wastewater industry energy issues, with the
CPUC, and with other entities.

WATER ISSUES COMMITTEE REPORT
Al Javier, Vice Chair, Chair
javiera@emwd.org

Jennifer Shepardson, Vice Chair
Shepardson_Je@sbcity.org

Water Issues Committee Year-in-Review by Al Javier and Jennifer Shepardson
Major Issues Addressed in 2012
 SWRCB Draft Policy for Toxicity Assessment and Control (WET Policy)
 Sediment Quality Objectives for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries.
 Ocean Plan Amendment and Water Quality Areas (WQAs).
 EPA rulemaking for pesticide regulation, specifically for pyrethroids.
 Developing Biological Objectives for Perennial Wadeable Streams in CA.
 Advisory Panel for CECs in Coastal and Marine Ecosystems.
 Statewide Nutrient Policy.
 Statewide Mercury Program.
 CIWQS Electronic Reporting Requirements.
 Development of Model Water Softener Ordinance.
 Salt Management Studies.
 Green Chemistry Initiative.
 Mercury TMDL & Objective.
 SSS-WDR MRP revisions.
 Pesticide Regulations
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The Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA).
Guidance on Waters Protected by the Clean Water Act

A few issues in which SCAP members were heavily engaged and are worthy of more discussion:
Sediment Quality Objectives
The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) intends to develop and adopt sediment quality
objectives (SQOs) for enclosed bays and estuaries. This process will take approximately four years to complete.
As a beginning, staff is proposing to amend the Water Quality Control Plan for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries - Part 1
Sediment Quality. The proposed amendments will only apply to surficial sediments within enclosed bays and
estuaries of California. The proposed amendments consist of a narrative sediment quality objective to Section IV of
Part 1 that protects resident finfish and wildlife from the detrimental effects caused by exposure to pollutants in
sediment, a process for implementing these narrative objective, addition of new definitions in the glossary in support
of the proposed narrative objectives, and corrections to omissions and typographical errors. The following
documents are available for public review:


Draft Staff Report - Proposed Amendments to the Water Quality Control Plan for Enclosed Bays and Estuaries
- Part 1 Sediment Quality for the protection of fish and wildlife
I. Appendix A - Draft Proposed Amendments to the Water Quality Control Plan for Enclosed Bays and
Estuaries - Part 1 Sediment Quality
II. Appendix B - Draft CEQA Checklist
III. Appendix C - Draft Economic Analysis

On April 6th the SWRCB adopted a resolution approving the proposed amendments.
SWRCB Nutrient Criteria Policy
The SWRCB has put out a public notice under CEQA for their policy on regulation nutrients in surface water. The
technical foundation of the nutrients for freshwater lakes and streams has been developed and the SWRCB is
initiating public scoping and peer review meetings. The regulation of the nutrients is to reduce nuisance algal blooms
in rivers, streams and estuaries. The CEQA document is recommending the State use the Numeric Nutrient Endpoint
(NNE) method for the State. The other recommendation is “No Action” alternative or EPA methodology.
On October 27, 2011, the State held a CEQA Scoping meeting on the proposed Policy. Several agencies spoke at the
hearing, such as, Tri-TAC, LACSD, several northern dischargers, along with a few NGOs and academics. The agencies
in general prefer that the State recommend a nutrient criteria model versus allowing the regional boards to make
that decision and generally prefer the NNE, but it must be peer reviewed and not result in overly conservative results.
The SWRCB hopes to have a policy approved in early 2013.
Draft NPDES General Permit for the Discharge of Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activities
On January 28, 2011 the State Water Board released its Draft Industrial Storm Water Discharge Permit, which is
intended to replace the current statewide industrial storm water Order No. 97-03 DWQ. In both federal and State
industrial storm water regulations sewage treatment plants of one million gallons per day or larger that discharge
storm water are classified as industrial facilities requiring NPDES permit coverage. A public hearing was held for oral
comments on the latest draft permit on October 17th and written comments were due by October 22nd.
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SWRCB Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) Policy
On August 22nd, the State Water Board staff conducted a workshop to present the latest information on the “Test
Drive” results of their proposed new WET test methodology using data submitted from a number of agencies, both in
California and out of state. In addition, comments were solicited from those attending on both the technical aspects
and the Policy in general. All three regional wastewater associations, SCAP, BACWA and CVCWA in addition to CASA
made written and oral comments on the Policy. While there are many technical issues that were discussed, in
general, there is complete agreement that the new Policy is not justified, will be more expensive to comply with and
will result in an increase in the number of violations.
SWRCB staff will be reviewing the comments received both from the POTWs and the environmental community and
will issue a final draft policy prior to presenting it to the State Water Board for consideration. In the meantime, a
statewide working group, including the executive directors for SCAP, BACWA and CVCWA, met and developed an
alternative testing methodology that has been informally presented to state staff and is currently under review.
Because of numerous differences of opinion between agencies as to the methodology proposed, CASA’s Bobbi Larson
has recently suggested that a phased approach should be considered. Under the phased approach, all dischargers
would be required to begin testing using the TST at the frequencies set forth in the policy immediately. However, the
MDL and MEL in the policy would be triggers rather than enforceable limits. The numeric objective would not take
effect in Phase I. The advantage of the phased approach is that it provides an opportunity for the Board and
stakeholders to obtain information from on-the-ground implementation to answer many of the questions and
uncertainties that have been raised. It also affords an opportunity to fine tune or revisit the policy before Phase II
(numeric objective, numeric limits) kicks in at the end of 2-3 years. It does mean though that everyone would have
to change to the new frequencies, etc. which will cost money. There are also questions about how this testing would
relate to the toxicity requirements already in permits. SCAP will continue to stay engaged on this issue as the SWRCB
has indicated that the toxicity policy will not go forward for approval until Spring of 2013.
Pesticide and Consumer Product Regulatory Improvement to Protect POTWs
Pesticides, particularly pyrethroids, pose an immediate threat to many POTWs by causing restrictions on biosolids
management and recycled water usage options and could also lead to pesticide TMDLs that may establish toxicity or
pesticide numeric effluent limits.
DPR developed new regulations and requested manufacturers modify product labels in response to the finding that
pyrethroid insecticides are causing water and sediments in California urban creeks to be toxic to sensitive aquatic
organisms. California Water Boards and the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA), using information
assembled by the government-funded Urban Pesticides Pollution Prevention Project (UP3 Project), worked with DPR
toward development of a solution to this water pollution problem. For the past two years, SCAP requested and
received voluntary contributions from interested and affected agencies to assist with funding a consultant, Dr. Kelly
Moran of TDC Environmental, to follow this important work.
In February, the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) received supportive comments from the Water Boards,
Tri-TAC, CASQA, drinking water suppliers, and California professional pesticide applicators towards their proposed
pesticide regulations. Then on July 19th DPR approved new requirements that modify the way that professional
applicators apply pyrethroid insecticides around buildings. In parallel, new pyrethroid product labeling being
implemented voluntarily by manufacturers at DPR's request--including special labels for the most persistent
pyrethroid, bifenthrin--will provide further water quality protection. Both the regulations and the labeling will
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reduce treatments of outdoor impervious surfaces, thus reducing the quantity of pyrethroids that can be washed
directly into gutters and storm drains when it rains or when water like irrigation overflow runs across treated
surfaces. Together, the regulations and the new labeling will reduce the amount of pyrethroid insecticides in urban
stormwater runoff by 80-90%.
Amendment to the Recycled Water Policy Concerning Monitoring Requirements for Constituents of Emerging
Concern
The State Water Board held a hearing on October 16th to consider the adoption of a proposed amendment to the
Recycled Water Policy. The proposed amendment would add monitoring requirements for constituents of emerging
concern (CECs) in recycled water used for groundwater recharge. It would not add monitoring requirements for CECs
in recycled water used for landscape irrigation, although it would add some monitoring requirements for surrogates
to evaluate performance of filtration and disinfection processes.
After the comments that were due on October 9, 2012 were received, staff prepared two change sheets, which were
presented at the hearing and included the following requirements:




A method to account for background CECs and dilution in the SAT performance calculation shall be provided
in the operations plan.
The process of eliminating health-based CECs from the monitoring program after the baseline phase per the
Table 7 criteria will be added
If an indicator compound is found to be a poor performance indicator, and alternative shall be proposed as
appropriate. For example, if DEET cannot be monitored effectively due to interferences and another
compound from the same class of compounds can be monitored effectively, monitoring for the DEET
alternative should be proposed.

At the hearing, the Board postponed consideration of adoption of the proposed amendment to a future board
meeting.
Water Issues Committee Mission for 2013
During the next calendar year, the Water Issues Committee will continue to monitor any new developments
associated with regulatory issues such as: the proposed Whole Effluent Toxicity Policy; Water Quality Improvement
Initiatives, including Numeric Nutrient Endpoints for Ammonia; Constituents of Emerging Concern; Sediment Quality
Objectives; and water softener restrictions.
The Water Issues Committee will also monitor developing state and federal legislation in the areas of water quality
enforcement, water recycling, constituents of emerging concern, and bond programs and other funding sources.
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WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Jim Colston, Chair
JColston@ocsd.com

Barbara Sharatz, Vice Chair
BSharatz@sandiego.gov

Wastewater Pretreatment Committee Year-in-Review by Jim Colston and Barbara Sharatz
Major Issues Addressed in 2012
 Federal dental amalgam rule
 Water Softeners/TDS local limits
 Local limits review/establishment
 Compliance audits/inspections
A few issues in which SCAP members were heavily engaged and are worthy of more discussion:
Dental Amalgam Effluent Guidelines
Characteristics of Concern:
Mercury is a PBT (like PCBs, dioxin/furans, DDT)
 Persistent: elemental, inorganic: some converts to organic forms (e.g., methylmercury is primary concern)
 Bioaccumulative: works its way up the food chain, i.e., consumed by increasing life forms until we eat
affected animals (primarily fish)
 Toxic: neurological; damages the brain, kidney, and lungs; symptoms can include sensory impairment (vision,
hearing, speech), disturbed sensation, and a lack of coordination
Significant Sources:
 Common Sources: barometers, sphygmomanometers, thermometers, hydrometers, pyrometers; fluorescent
lamps; mercury arc lamps producing ultraviolet rays; switches; mirrors; extracting gold and silver from ores;
electric rectifiers; electroanalysis; batteries (e.g., zinc-carbon & mercury cells); cathode in electrolytic
manufacturing of chlorine & caustic soda; catalyst for urethane & epoxy resins; laboratory reagent; amalgam
 Dental Facilities: 1) NACWA’s 2002 Mercury Source Control and Pollution Prevention Program Final Report
identified dental facilities as the main source of mercury discharges to POTWs, 2) 2003 ADA report: 50% of
POTW’s mercury
What happens at a POTW?
 Good News: 90% removed from the wastewater by the primary and secondary processes
 Bad News: settles - in the biosolids, low spots (specific gravity: 13.5 @25°C)
Controllability and Source Control Strategies:
 Source Reduction Programs: collections, exchanges/ product substitution (e.g., thermometer, light bulbs)
 Dental Product Substitution: 5 alternatives: resin composite, glass or resin ionomers, porcelain, and gold
alloys (dental insurance may cover only amalgam; if you opt for an alternative, you will pay the difference)
 Technology - Amalgam Separator: $3,000 - $5,000 each; maintenance; hazardous waste hauling/recycling
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Possible Wastewater Pretreatment Committee Issues for 2013
 Emerging pollutants/SWRCB Requirements for CECs
 Salinity management
 Pretreatment inspection and monitoring (fieldwork)
 Medical industry/hospitals
 Groundwater recharge
 Home plating operations
 Fee/funding for pretreatment programs
 Infectious waste
 Pump stations/rag problems
 Industrial Pretreatment Operator Training/Certification
 Nano technology
 Pretreatment software
 Pretreatment program outsourcing
 Green chemistry
Water Issues Committee Mission for 2013
The Wastewater Pretreatment Committee will continue to hold regular meetings to update its membership on
regulatory issues and to provide a forum for roundtable discussions of relevant and timely industrial and nonindustrial pretreatment issues.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW SCAP MEMBERS
We wish to welcome our newest 2012 SCAP members: Padre Dam Municipal Water District and Doherty Tech Inc.
Thank you for your support----SCAP

Non Sequitur
A few chuckles from Samuel Goldwyn 1882-1974…..
1.
2.
3.
4.

Include me out.
In two words: im-possible.
I read part of it all the way through.
A verbal agreement isn't worth the paper it's written on.

Happy Holidays to you and yours!
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